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FIRST AID WORKSHOP
First Aid is the immediate help
given to an injured person before the
service of a doctor is provided. To
assist the community during such
circumstances, Hopetown Girls’
School organized a First AID workshop. This productive session enhanced our knowledge about dealing
with emergency situations. The
school had also formed a first aid
team which will help carry out the process of immediate
aid more effectively during emergency situations.

TALENT HUNT
To enhance the horizon and to set forth an open platform,
the school organized a
talent show for the new
members of the Hopetown Community. This
exercise instilled within
them confidence and
gave them a platform to
showcase their abilities
in the arena of singing, dance, drama, poetry, skating etc.

FLOW INDIA
The Flow India project became a part of the Middle School
curriculum last year. The theme this year for the three
day workshop was marketing. Grade VII and VIII were
first introduced to marketing. Then, they visited different markets and interviewed shopkeepers. Later,
they reviewed all the activities and analyzed the different trends of marketing.
The workshop came to an
end by a poster making
competition which showcased their understanding
on the topic.

EARTH WEEK
“What I stand for, is what I stand on”.
Hopetavians abide by this motto and thus ever year engage themselves into a week where they contribute to the
Earth. They involve themselves in various activities,
spreading the message for
conservation of the environment. This year the school
marked the week by performing awareness skits.
The Student Association for
the Environment(SAFE),
put posters all over the school
campus and also organized
an inter class slogan composition competition.
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